This illustration applies only to pre built shell scheme stands. They are designated with an ‘S’ in the stand number.

Typical centre row 3x2 metre shell scheme with spot lights or strip lights behind the fascia and a 5amp power socket on the back wall. Wall height: 2.4 meters. Header board: 240mm.
Larger stands i.e. those greater than 3m long will have additional support poles at the front. Details will vary with stand size and shape. Full details can be obtained from the Conference Team. The panels are grey and the facia board dark blue. Graphics may be attached to the boards using velcro hooks. There are no protruding poles between each 1m panel meaning that display boards can placed across multiple panels.
If you are designing ‘wrap round graphics’ on all 3 sides please allow 20mm for each side wall adjoining. Due to this being a temporary structure and the nature of the location no responsibility can be take by the ASE for non-fitting graphics.